It is not what we do,
it is HOW we do it!
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Welcome to the Fenix Global Company Ltd.
We would like to offer for your attention a list of different kinds of
services, our news in security sphere, our initiatives as well as
possibilities of obtaining a vacancy in security
business.
Fenix Global Company Ltd. was founded in European Union in 2016 by
veterans and former officers of special marine, army and police force.
Fenix Global Company Ltd. is an international corporation offering a
big range of specialized services, mainly aimed at revealing, locating
and preventing potential threats, security for private persons and
infrastructures in higher risk areas.
Fenix Global Company Ltd. stands out by consolidating especially
talented, purposeful professionals who united their efforts and obtained
work experience in security sphere in one strategic direction.
Our officers recently served in specialized military and police force and
have great experience in carrying out missions and operations in
higher risk areas.

TRAINING ACADEMY
FENIX GLOBAL COMPANY has provided protection services in high and low threat
environments all over the world. This enables to provide a comprehensive and relevant
training package that is backed by years of real world experience in conducting all levels of
protection services.
Our facilities are located in the EU, Russia, Armenia, Hellas, Ukraine and provide state of
the art equipment and atmosphere – all in order to provide our recruits with the full complex
for all our training courses.

Our staff, with decades of experience training in law enforcement and military special units,
provides comprehensive basic and advanced training and coaching solutions for any
situation anywhere in the world.
FENIX GLOBAL COMPANY functions as a single team, guided by the principles of honor,
dignity and professionalism that makes us a reliable global partner in the field of professional
training and security services.
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SECURITY SERVICES
VIP PROTECTION : Never compromise your safety and security in the hands of untrained
personnel.
Our specialists go through an extensive training program to ensure your safety and that of
your loved ones.
Our V.I.P. protection services are ideal for Executives, Dignitaries, Celebrities, Athletes,
Musicians, and individuals who want to protect their privacy, families, career and overall
well-being.

SECURITY: FENIX GLOBAL COMPANY Protection is the premier source for custom
security needs, from professional and executive security services to specialized training.
You can be confident that our security professionals are fully trained to handle physical
emergencies and to protect property and life, they are also neat in appearance, courteous,
and professional.

TECHNICAL SECURITY: We provide strong and reliable IP solution, a wide spectrum of
product technologies to meet the security needs of governmental, industrial, retail, and
service provider companies nationwide.
Our experience in IP, analog and fiber optics reinforces our reputation for flexibility with both
integrators and end users.

INVESTIGATIONS: FENIX GLOBAL COMPANY is experienced in handling the most
complex investigations and intelligence gathering operations. All assignments are conducted
with the highest degree of confidentiality by a licensed private investigator.
FENIX GLOBAL COMPANY agents perform a variety of investigative services to obtain just
about any information you may think of on any person or business.
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HIGH RISK OPERATION
MARITIME SECURITY: FENIX GLOBAL COMPANY provides commercial merchant vessels
protection, against all threats at sea, especially against maritime piracy.
We believe that for Commercial Shipping Vessels, we need to ensure a safe voyage with
cost effective solutions.
We provide our clients with well appreciated peace and quite so they can conduct their
business in the HRA and focus on anything but security.

CLOSE PROTECTION: We provide close protection services in high and low threat
environments all over the world.
We will provide you with a highly professional and experienced protection team.
All of our bodyguards are trained to the highest level in a wide variety of tactical, protective
and security related subjects including first aid, protocol and diplomacy.

LAND OPERATIONS: FENIX GLOBAL COMPANY provides vital support to military and
humanitarian organizations during regional conflicts and natural disasters including crucial
rescue operations.
The tasks presented to our land operations team are often as diverse as they are
challenging in terms of scale and urgency.

CONSTRUCTIONS: We deliver feature rich security solutions in the HRA.
We are committed to implementing a fit for purpose security solution that will ensure your
construction project is delivered on time and within budget, preventing costly disruption to
your productivity and overall project deadline.
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ANALYSIS & RISK ASSESSMENT
FENIX GLOBAL COMPANY renders services in data processing from different open
sources, for development of administrative decisions of the Customer for the purpose of
increase of competitiveness of the commercial organizations, carried out within the law and
with observance of all ethical standards.
FENIX GLOBAL COMPANY provides information and analytical services for individuals,
corporations, and the state structures.
Our services include:
- The offer, the analysis and representation of the newest technologies of safety.
- The analysis of risk and level of potential threats in zones of the increased instability.
- Collecting and the analysis of information on the countries and regions for identification of
possibilities favorable for business.
- Geopolitical investigation.

- Commercial investigation.
- External supervision.
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COOPERATION & PARTNERSHIP
We are committed to provide affordable solutions to its customers, such as advisory
services, security, training and support with excellent quality and timely delivery of products
and services.
We are strongly committed to diversity and recognize that success relies gathering partners
and suppliers with a broad range of perspectives, skills and experiences to find the most
innovative and cost effective solutions for our customers, so we aim to establish and
maintain ongoing international alliances with advanced technology and service partners
worldwide.
All of these collaborations bring together the expertise, financial strength and global
capability with specialized knowledge, skills and experience of local organizations that share
the same vision to provide high quality solutions.
We are always on the lookout for suppliers and business partners that are both innovative
and dedicated to their customers, like ourselves.

YOUR PATHWAY
TO SUCCESS
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FENIX GLOBAL COMPANY LTD.
European Union
T: +(359)879248019 | info@fenixglobalcompany.eu
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